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[SRK-V] 8,713,375 SHS. 
HY DROMAGNESITE TESTING REPORT - Edward Blanchard, 

president, reports 
Stralak Resources Inc. has received the Phase 11 report from CIREP 
(Chair in Industrial Refractories, Ecolc Polytechnique. Montreal).' 
As announced 22Jun99, the company engaged CIREP to conduct 
further sintering and calcination studies on hydromagnesite samples 
from its 70% optioned hydromagnesite Droiect in the Atlin a r eL  
northwestern BC. 

Lhe Phase 1 CIREP report established the hydromagnesite 
samples contained 82.8% hydromagnesite. 15.4% magnesite, 1.3% 
bischofite and 0.4% goethite. It was thought such a raw material 
might be used directly for thermoplastics, fire retardants and other 
applications such as filters, fertilizers, or as a calcined product as a 
source of magnesium oxide. 

Phase I1 testing has confinned the material is a good source of 
calcined magnesia (light-bumedand hard-burned), and that it may be 
offered to markets using calcined magnesia, such as the flame 
retardant market, either directly or with some crushing, depending on 
the requirements. 

Calcined magnesias are used in: - Environmental applications. 
such as stack gas scrubbing and waste water neutralization; - 
Chemical industries, such as plastics, rubber, pulp and paper; - 
Agriculture and nutrition, used in fertilizer supplementation. animal 
and hunian food products; - Pharmaceutical industry, used i n  the 
synthesis of magnesium salts and in cosmetics; - Building materials. 
such as cements; used as binders in flame retardant, fire retardant 
coatings, flooring, decking, wall boards, and particle boards; and - 
Manufacturing industries and many diverse industrial materials. 

Prices are dictated by the calcination temperatures and the 
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I has advised they plan to begin a diamond drilling program this 
October. The optionee is exploring a new discovery, found last 
autumn west of the originally-explored deposits. (SEE GCNL 
N0.123, 28JunY9, P.4 FOR PREVlOUS MAGNESIUM & OTHER 
PROIECT DATA) 


